November 1, 2011
•

Gettin’ Cold! It is getting to that time of year when we think about the cold and the snow and
putting our street rods and custom cars up for the winter. Many of us simply keep their rides in
the garage and perhaps work on them all winter. Others find a place to store theirs. Charlie
Richer puts his in his yard and covers it up. Art Stultz puts two of his in storage at Shadowcross
Farms in Colchester. The Fairgrounds in Essex has a scheduled time (coming up!) when you can
put your car under cover in the State Building until March. There are advertisements in the
newspapers for other storage places as well. Whatever you do you surely will not forget about it
but will perhaps be dreaming of improvements you should make to it and look forward to yet
another season coming up in 2012.

•

October Meeting/Dinner Many thanks go out to Don and Sally and Larry
and Sharon for putting on a great spaghetti dinner on Saturday October 8.
Many members and their spouses and also several guests attended.
There were several spaghetti offerings and side dishes as well as many
desserts brought by the attendees. There were several street rods and
customs in attendance including Larry Tyler’s newly acquired Ford pickup.

•

Nominations It is time to vote for officers for our club for the next year. At
the October 8 meeting the slate of incumbents was nominated so we will be voting for last year’s
officers or write-ins where applicable.

•

Next Meeting Our next meeting is this coming Tuesday evening November 1 at Gabe Gagne’s in
St.Albans. We will be electing officers for the next year and collecting dues which are due at this
time. We will mention the upcoming Events Committee Meeting and will have a report on the
plans to work on Irene Daigle’s ’56 Chevy pickup project.

•

Project ’56 Pickup The group that is scheduled to look over Irene
Daigle’s pickup truck will meet at the Apollo Restaurant in Milton on
Saturday morning October 29 at 8:30 AM. We’ll have breakfast and
discuss a plan. Art will have a sign-up sheet so those that will be

working on the project can sign up for the time segment or segments during which they can
work. We will then go up to Irene’s in Georgia and look over the truck and develop a plan. We
should be finished by 11 AM or so depending on how things go.
•

Bob and Janet’s trip Bob and Janet Landry recently returned from a week
or so of traveling in the mid-eastern U.S. They went to Johnson City
Tennessee to visit former member Glenn Turner and Ginny. Glenn showed
them his fantastic new garage with plenty of room to work on street rods
and store the family vehicles. And..oh ya, the new house as well. There
was also a tour of the eastern Tennessee area where Glenn and Gin live.
Bob and Janet then went to Dollywood, the family entertainment center just
south of Knoxville, TN with rides, entertainment and dining and enjoyed several shows. Glenn
will be in the area for some IBM reunion business so may join us for the meeting this coming
Tuesday evening.
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